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North façade of Goldstein Hall (Dining Hall) with the formal courtyard
(Source: Metcalf, A., 1997, Architecture in Transition: The Sulman Award 1932-1996, Sydney: Historic
Houses Trust of NSW. p.96)
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Goldstein College
none
College Road, University of New South Wales,
Kensington Campus
Kensington
New South Wales
2052
Australia
Education (university residential college)
No statutory protection
RAIA NSW Chapter Sulman Award Medal 1964
th
RAIA NSW Chapter Register of 20 Century Buildings of
Significance (item 4703100)
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History of building

A university residential college designed by the New South
Wales Government Architect for one of the then three
universities in Sydney and completed in 1964.
The complex continues to be used for its original purpose.
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original brief/purpose
dates: commission/completion

University residential college
c.1962/1964
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Prize winning architecture in the ‘Sydney School’ idiom of
exposed concrete and brick of the 1960s.
In 1964 Goldstein (Dining) Hall and the Goldstein residential
college were awarded the Sulman Medal by the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects (NSW Chapter).
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architectural designers
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current use
current condition
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Description
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general description
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construction
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context
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Evaluation

4.1

technical

4.2

social

4.3

cultural & aesthetic

NSW Government Architect (E.H. Farmer),
design architect: Peter Hall,
documenting architect: Schmaeling & Partners
Contractor: D.G. Sundin & Co Pty Ltd
No major modifications other than painting of external
concrete work
University residential college
Excellent
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Said to have been loosely based on the English model of
collegiate life, the Goldstein College complex consisting of a
large Dining Hall, a paved formal courtyard separating the
Hall from two parallel residential blocks containing student
accommodation which were separated from one another by a
landscaped courtyard.
20
Dining Hall: reinforced concrete floors, roof and most walls
with some walls of infill clinker brick.
Residential college wings: reinforced concrete floors, roof and
balconies with major walls of infill clinker brick.
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The college is built on the north side of a very long
rectangular university campus (running east-west on sand
flats and up a steep sand hill on what was once a racecourse
and, before that, part of the Botany Swamps Water Supply
th
Scheme for the 19 town of Sydney). A public road (High
Street) lies to the north of the college, Basser College is
located up the hill to the east and Baxter College lies to the
west of the Goldstein College site.
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The use of off-the-form concrete was much discussed at the
time for the rough texture it imparted to the building by the
use of timber boarding for the formwork.
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The complex was an embodiment of the idealised collegiate
life of English universities given a stark Modern architectural
expression.
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It is significant for its considerable aesthetic qualities, derived
largely from the crisp architectural detailing and contrasting
materials, the use of clinker brick and unpainted off-the-form
concrete putting it clearly in the Brutalist stream of
Modernism and in a local variant style known as the Sydney
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historical

4.5

general assessment
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Documentation

School, which sought an inexpensive, expressive mode of
construction which reflected the natural qualities of the
Sydney bushland as well as using materials in an unadorned,
“honest” manner. Its significance was recognised by the
architectural profession at its completion in 1964 by it being
awarded the Sulman Medal for Public Architecture by the
RAIA (NSW Chapter).
25
The design architect, Peter Hall, later went on to become one
of the three local architects who completed the Sydney Opera
House after the NSW Government dismissed Joern Utzon.
26
Goldstein College is significant for its skilful assembly of
contrasting materials and its Modernist aesthetic of bold
horizontal lines.
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Interior of Goldstein Hall (Dining Hall)
(Source: Metcalf, A., 1997, Architecture in Transition: The Sulman Award 1932-1996, Sydney: Historic
Houses Trust of NSW. p.96)
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Goldstein Hall on the left and one of the residential wings on the right with the formal courtyard
between
(Source: Building Ideas, September 1964, np)

One of the residential wings with the grassed court between it and the other residential wing
(Source: Building Ideas, September 1964, np)

Plan of Goldstein College with Goldstein Hall on the left and the two residential wings on the right
(Source: Building Ideas, September 1964, np)

